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1. INTRODUCTION 
Consider the linear complementarity problem (LCP) wherein we are 
given an M in the space of n X n real matrices !IlnX” and a 9 in the 
n-dimensional real space 8” and we wish to find an element of the following 
set: 
S(M,q) = {x E Yin : x > 0, Mx + 9 > 0, r’( Mx + 9) = 0). 
(Throughout, all vectors are column vectors and superscript T denotes 
transpose.) This problem is well known in optimization (see [l, 181 for 
extensive discussions). For any nonempty closed sets X c 8 n and Y C 8 “, 
let 
d( XJ) = ;zp, n$ll” - yll, 
where 11. II denotes the Euclidean norm [we write d(X, Y) as d( x, Y) if X is 
a singleton Ix)]. Also, let R,, 4 be the function from 8” to ‘8” given by 
R,,,(x) =r A (Mr + 9) 
where x A y denotes the vector in 8” whose ith component is the mini- 
mum of the ith components of x and y (and x V y is defined analogously 
with minimum replaced by maximum). Assuming S( M, 9) is nonempty, we 
are interested in conditions on M and 9 under which there exists a scalar 
r > 0 (depending on M and 9) such that the bound 
d( x, S( M, 9)) d r11&&r)ll> (I) 
holds for all x E 8” (or, alternatively, for all x E 8:) the nonnegative 
orthant in %I”). It is well known and easily checked that an x E %” is in 
S( M, 9) if and only if R, 
seems plausible that the 
(r) = 0, so R, 4 acts as a residual function and it 
‘Lound (1) might hold. We note that R,,,(x) is 
equivalently given by the difference between x and the orthogonal projection 
of x - (Mx + 9) onto !Ilr, and so the bound (1) may be viewed as a 
projection-type error bound. This projection interpretation is useful for 
extending the error bound to the variational inequality problem in which 
projection onto 8: is replaced by projection onto the feasible set of the 
problem. 
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It is known that the bound (1) holds for all x E 8” with IIR,,,(x)ll 
sufficiently small (see Lemma 2 and the discussion preceding it), and it does 
not hold for all x E ‘LX” (or even for all x E ‘ST) unless additional conditions 
on M and q are imposed (see [14, Example 2.101 and [9, Example 2.11). This 
raises the interesting question of when this bound holds for all x E 8’ (or, 
alternatively, for all x E ‘ST). The resolution of this question has practical 
implications on the termination and the global linear convergence of various 
iterative methods [9, 191. Let 
K(M) = {q E rri":S(M,q) # 0). 
It was known that this bound holds for all x E %” and all q E K(M) when 
M is positive definite (see Pang [19]) and more generally when M is a 
P-matrix (see Mathias and Pang [15]>. The preceding sufficient conditions 
were recently improved by Luo et al. 1111 to M having nonzero principal 
minors, and most recently by Mangasarian and Ren [13, Theorem 2.11 to M 
being an Z&-matrix [i.e., S( M, 0) = {O}]. In the latter reference [13], it was 
conjectured that M being an R,-matrix is also necessary for this bound to 
hold for all x E %” and all q E K(M 1. What about conditions on M and q 
under which this bound holds for all x E ‘S”? Only in the special case where 
M is a psd-plus matrix (i.e., M is positive semidefinite and uTMu = 0 if and 
only if Mu = 0) is a necessary and sufficient condition known (see [lo, 
Corollary 21). Finally, the analysis of [15] showed that when M is a P-matrix, 
the constant r in this bound depends on M only. What is the most general 
condition on M under which this holds? 
In this paper, we address the above questions. The main contributions are 
threefold. First, we confirm the aforementioned conjecture of Mangasarian 
and Ren, i.e., M being an R,-matrix is also necessary for (1) to hold for all 
x E %I” and all q E K(M) ( see Proposition 1). Second, we derive necessary 
and sufficient conditions on M and q for (1) to hold for all x E 8” (see 
Proposition 2). These conditions are similar to but strictly weaker than the 
condition of M being an R,-matrix (see Example 1) and, in the case where 
M is psd-plus, reduce to that given in [lo, Corollary 21 (see the discussion 
following Lemma 4). Third, we derive necessary and sufficient conditions on 
M for (1) to hold for all x E 3” and all q E K(M), with T depending on M 
only (see Proposition 3). These conditions are closely related to the continuity 
of S( M, q) in q and to a class of nondegenerate matrices. In addition, the 
above necessary and sufficient conditions still hold when x is restricted to be 
in 9lt;. Finally, we discuss applications of our results to the affne variational 
inequality problem (see Section 5). 
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The key to our analysis lies in expressing S( M, 9) as the union of 
polyhedral sets given by 
Sz(M> 4) = {x E 3” : xz 2 0, xzc = 0, M,x + 9z = 0, M,.x + 9zc 2 0} 
for all Z C 11,. . . , n), and working with the recession cone of S,(M, 91, 
namely, S,( M, 0). Here and throughout, we denote by I” the complement of 
z G {l,..., n} relative to (1, . . . , n}. We denote by M, the ith row of an 
M E anxn; for any I c {l,..., n), by M, the submatrix of M obtained by 
removing all rows Mi, i E I, from M; and for any 1 c (1,. . . , n}, by M,, the 
submatrix of M, obtained by removing all columns indexed by j 4 J from 
M,. Analogously, for any y E %*, we denote by yi the ith component of y, 
and, for any Zc{l,..., n}, by yz the vector obtained by removing all 
components yi, i e I, from y. 
2. GLOBAL ERROR BOUND, WEAKLY DEPENDENT ON 9 
In this section, we show that a necessary condition for the bound (1) to 
hold for all x E 3” and all 9 E K( M >, with r depending on M and 9, is 
that M is an R,-matrix, thus confirming the conjecture of Mangasarian and 
Ren. To prove this result, we need the following key lemma showing that, for 
any M, we can find a 9 so that the solution set S( M, 9) is nonempty and 
bounded. 
LEMMA 1. ForanyM E %“X”,thereexistsa9 E Ry suchthatS(M,q) 
is nonempty and bounded. 
Proof. If M is an &,-matrix, then we have S(M, 0) = (0) and the 
lemma follows by taking 9 = 0. Otherwise, suppose that M is not an 
R,-matrix, and let 9 denote the collection of Z c {l, . . . , n) for which the 
cone S,( M, 0) has a nonzero element. The collection 9 is nonempty, since 
M is not an &-matrix [so S( M, 0) has a nonzero element]. For each Z EY, 
we have that the square submatrix M,, lacks full rank [since any nonzero 
u E S,(M, 0) satisfies uz f 0 and M,,u, = M,u = 01. Thus there exists a 
nonzero vz E St” satisfying 
(tqzc = 0, (Mzz)~(v~)z = 0.
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Below we construct a q with the desired property. We do this by invokin 
the interesting fact that, for any finite collection of nonzero vectors y l, . . . , y ? 
in%‘,thereexistsawE!R~ suchthat~~y-‘+Oforj=l,...,k.[Sucha 
w can be constructed in k - 1 steps as follows: Initially, we choose w to be 
any vector in !Jtn satisfying w > 0 and wT y1 # 0. At the jth step (j E 
(1,. . . , k - l}), we begin with a w E 8 ” satisfying w > 0 and wTyl # 
0 , . . . , wr yJ # 0. By adding a sufficiently small scalar multiple of yj+ ’ to w, 
we can ensure that wTyj+l # 0 while maintaining w > 0 and wTyl # 
0 tl;.t.,wTyj # Osatisfied.]B y th e preceding fact, we can find a q E 8: such 
a 
qV # 0 vz E.Y. 
Since q > 0, the origin clearly belongs to SCM, q), so SCM, q) is 
nonempty. Consider any Z G (1, . . . , n). If Z 49, we have S,(M, 0) = (0) 
and hence S,(M, q) [which has S,(M, 0) as the recession cone] is bounded. 
If Z E Y, our choice of v ’ implies that, for all x E Yl’, we have 
Thus, M,,r, + qr f 0 for all x E ‘8” and hence S,(M, q) is empty. Thus, 
SCM, q), the union of S,(M, q) over all Z G (1, . . . , n}, is nonempty and 
bounded. ??
Subsequent to the writing of this paper, it was pointed out to us by 
Professor J.-S. Pang that Lemma 1 also follows from the known fact that, for 
any M E %lnX”, the degenerate complementary cones of M have dimension 
of at most n - 1 (see [l, Corollary 6.1.9 and Theorem 6.1.12]), which [since 
K(M) has dimension n] implies there must exist a q E KC M 1 not belonging 
to any degenerate complementary cone of M. For any such q, S( M, q) is 
nonempty and bounded. By using Lemma 1, we can now prove the main 
result of this section. 
PROPOSITION 1. For any M E %jnXn, the following three conditions are 
equivalent: 
Al. For evey q E K(M), there exists a r > 0 (depending on M and q) 
such that (1) holds for all x E ‘3 :. 
Bl. Foreveyq E K(M), thereexistsar> OCdependingon Mandq) 
such that (1) holds fir aU x E 8”. 
Cl. M is an R,-matrix. 
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Proof. Cl 2 Bl follows from [13, Theorem 2.11, and Bl * Al is obvi- 
ous. To show that Al * Cl, suppose M is not an &-matrix, so there exists a 
nonzero u E SCM, 0). By Le mma I, there exists a q E 8: such that 
S( M, q) is nonempty and bounded. It is readily seen using u E SCM, 0) that 
hu>o and Or\q<R,,,(Au)GOVq 
for all A E [ 0, a) , so that (IR,, ,(Au)]] is bounded as A + a. On the other 
hand, we have from u # 0 and S( M, q) being bounded that d( Au, S( M, q)) 
+ CQ as A + CQ, so 
II&J Au)11 
d(Au,S(M,q)) +’ as A-+03. 
Thus, S( M, q) is nonempty, but for no r > 0 does (1) hold for all x E $2;. 
W 
By Proposition 1, M being an I&-matrix is necessary and sufficient for 
the bound (1) to hold for all r E ‘8 ” and all q E K( M >, with r depending 
on M and q. On the other hand, it is possible that the bound (1) holds for all 
x E 3” and some q E K(M) without M being an &,-matrix; see Example 1 
to be given later. This is our topic of study in Section 3. Also, M being an 
&matrix is not sufficient for the bound (1) to hold for all x E 8” and all 
q E K( M 1, with r depending on M only. This is our topic of study in 
Section 4. 
3. GLOBAL ERROR BOUND, STRONGLY DEPENDENT ON q 
In this section, we establish necessary and sufficient conditions on M and 
q for the bound (1) to hold for all x E ‘8”. To this end, we need the 
following lemma, based on [9, Theorem 2.31, stating that the bound (1) holds 
for all x E 8” with ](R, (x)1] su iciently small. (Actually [9, Theorem 2.31 ff 
shows only that (1) holds ‘for all x E !.Il: with IIR,, ,(x)11 sufficiently small, 
but the proof readily extends to the case of x E !I?“.> This lemma can also be 
inferred from a result of Robinson [20] on a locally Lipschitzian property of 
polyhedral multifunctions. 
LEMMA 2. For any M E 8”“’ and any q E K( M 1, there exist scalars 
E > 0 and T > 0 such that (1) holds for aZZ x E %” with IlR~,,(~)ll G E. 
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By using Lemma 2, we immediately have the following intermediate 
result showing that (1) holds for all x E %I”, provided that q = 0. 
LEMMA 3. For any M E snXn, there exists a scalar r > 0 such that 
d(x, S(M,O)) G ~11R~,~(x)ll fir all x E %a. 
Proof. By Lemma 2 (with q = O), there exist scalars E > 0 and r > 0 
such that the above bound holds for all x E ‘8” with ]]R,,,(x)]] Q E. Since 
S( M, 0) is a cone so d(x, S( M, 0)) is a positively homogeneous function of x 
of degree 1 [as is JIB,,, (x)]]], the above bound holds for all x E 8”. ??
For convenience, let 
Y(M,q) = (K{l,...,n):S,(M,q) #0) 
[so SCM, q) = U lc9cM,qj S,(M,q)]. Abe, for any nonempty set Y C %“, 
let ret Y denote the recession cone of Y, i.e., ret Y comprises all u E 8” 
for which there exists a y E Y such that y + Au E Y for all A E [ 0, w) [so 
S,( M, 0) = ret S,(M, q) for all Z ~9( M, q)]. By using Lemmas 2 and 3, we 
establish below the main result of this section. The proof is based on the 
observation that, by Lemma 2, the bound (1) can fail to hold for all x E n? n 
only when ]I I] . 1 g r 1s ar e, in which case it is the structure of S( M, 0) and 
ret S( M, q) that matter. 
PROPOSITION 2. For any M E 8”‘” and any q E K( M ), the following 
five conditions are equivalent: 
A2. There exists a scalar r > 0 (depending on M and q) such that (1) 
holds for all x E 8:. 
B2. There exists a scalar r > 0 (depending on M and q) such that (1) 
holds for all x E 8”. 
C2. d(S( M, 01, SCM, q)) < m. 
D2. S( M, 0) = ret S( M, q). 
E2. There does not exist a u E S( M, 0) satisfying 
Miu>O forsomiEZ or ui>O forsomeiPZ (2) 
for all Z ES(M, q). 
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Proof. To show E2 * D2, suppose that E2 holds, so for every u E 
S( M, 0) there exists an Z EY( M, q) such that Miu = 0 for all i E Z and 
ui=O for all i $5 1. Then we have u E S,(M, 0) = ret S,(M, q) and 
hence u E ret SCM, 4). On the other hand, every u in 
ret S( M, q) is in ret S,( M, 9) for some Z EY( M, q), so u is in S,(M, 0) 
and hence in S(M, 0). Thus, S(M, 0) = ret S(M, 9). 
To show D2 * C2, suppose that D2 holds so S( M, 0) = ret S( M, 9). By 
the internal representation for a polyhedral set (see [21, Theorem 19.1]), for 
every Z E.Y( M, 9) there exists a bounded polyhedral set PI E %" such that 
S,(M,q) = P, + recS,(M,q). 
Since S( M, 0) = ret S( M, q), we have that for every u E S( M, 0) there 
exists an Z EJ?M, 9) such that u E ret S,(M, q), implying 
d(u, S( M, 9)) G d(u, S,(M, 9)) 
= d(u, PI + ret S,( M, 9)) 
< ma 40, Pz), 
Z-M, q) 
where the first inequality follows from S,( M, 9) G SCM, 9). The above 
relation holds for every u E SCM, 01, so taking the supremum over all 
u E S( M, 0) yields 
To show C2 =j B2, suppose that C2 holds so d(S( M, 01, S( M, 9)) < ~0. 
Then, we have from using the triangle inequality that 
d( x, S( M, 9)) Q Ilx - 4 + d(u> S(M, 9)) Vx E W, VU E S( M,O) 
and hence 
+,S(M,q)) d(x,s(M>O)) +~(S(M,O),S(M,q)) vx E ‘iR*. 
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We will assume that there does not exist a scalar T > 0 such that (1) holds for 
all x E !?I”, and obtain a contradiction. By Lemma 2, there would exist a 
sequence x1, x2,. . . in 8” 
IIR,,,w)ll/dw, SCM, 4)) 
with llRllr ,(x’)ll > E for all r and 
plies d(x’, SCM, 9)) 
+ 0. Since )IRM,‘q(~r)ll > E for all r, this im- 
+ m, and hence the above inequality yields 
llxr A Mx’ll llXr A ( Mxr + q)ll + llqll 
d( xr, q KO)) ’ d(x’ >S(M,q)) -d(S(KO)>S(Wq)) +’ 
as F + m. 
This, however, contradicts Lemma 3. 
B2 * A2 is obvious. 
To show A2 =, E2, suppose that E2 does not hold, so there exists a 
u E S( M, 0) satisfying (2) for all Z E Y( M, 4). It is easily seen from u E 
S( M, 0) that 
Au>0 and o~q<R,,,(Au) ~0~9 
for all A E [ 0, m) , so that llR,,,(~u)ll is bounded as A + m. On the other 
hand, we have that, for every Z E Y( M, 9), either (i> M,u > 0 for some 
i E Z or (ii) ui > 0 for some i +C I [see (2)]. In case (i), we have 11 M II II Au - 
XII > llhh - Mxll > AM,v - lqil for all x E S,(M, q), and in case (ii), we 
have [[Au - xl1 > Aui for all x E S,( M, 9). In either case, we see that 
d(Au, S,(M, 9)) + cQ as A + m, which combined with the boundedness of 
llRM, ,(A~)11 yields 
IIRMJ Wll 
d(Au, S,(M> 9)) + ’ 
a.~ A--m. 
Since the above relation holds for every Z E 9( M, q), we conclude that 
ll&9( Au)11 
d(AO(M,q)) +’ as A+m, 
so there is no scalar r > 0 for which (1) holds for all x E 3:. ??
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A few words about condition E2 are in order. First, we see from the proof 
of E2 * D2 that the inclusion 
recS(M,q) = U ret S,( M, 9) c S( M, 0) 
ItiM, 9) 
holds for any M E 8”“” and 9 E K(M), so condition E2 may be viewed as 
a necessary and sufficient condition for equality to hold in the above inclusion 
or, equivalently, for condition D2 to hold. Second, checking whether condi- 
tion E2 (or C2 or D2) holds for a given M and 9 is almost as difficult as 
solving the LCP itself [since it requires implicit knowledge_of 9( M, 9)]. 
However, in the special case where there exists a subset I of (1,. . , n) 
satisfying 
SZ(W9) = S(M,q), (3) 
condition E2 can be simplified so that it suffices to check the existence of a 
u E S( M, 0) satisfying (2) for just one Z in .Y( M, 9), namely Z = Z. 
LEMMAS. 
rof (l,..., 
For any M E !Jl”“” and any 9 E K(M), if we have a subset 
n} satisfying (3), then condition E2 of Proposition 2 is equivalent 
to the nonexistence of a u E S( M, 0) satisfying (2) for Z = 1. 
Proof. For any i c (1,. . . , n) satisfying (3), we have 
nonexistence of a u E S( M, 0) satisfying (2) for Z = i 
@ M,~=OVi~imdu~=OVi4iforalluES(M,O) 
* S( M, 0) c ret S,-( M, 9) 
a S( M, 0) = ret SZ( M, 9) 
a S(M,O) = ret SCM, 9) 
0 condition E2 of Proposition 2, 
where the third equivalence follows from the observation ret SZ( M, 9) c 
S( M, O), the fourth follows from (3), and the last follows from Proposition 2. 
This proves the lemma. ??
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When does an i satisfying (3) exist? As is shown in [2], a necessary and 
sufficient condition on M for such an i to exist for every q E K(M) is that 
M is a column sufficient matrix [2, Theorem 61 (also see [l, Theorem 3.581); 
a necessary and sufficient condition on M and q for such an i to exist is that 
S( M, q> is nonempty and convex [2, Theorem 51 (also see [l, Theorem 
3.1.81). However, checking whether these conditions hold seems to be 
difficult. We note that a sufficient condition for S( M, q) to be convex is the 
existence of a d E !Il: satisfying Mx + q = d for all x E S( M, q). Such a d 
exists whenever S( M, q) is nonempty and M is psd-plus (see [8; 10, Lemma 
l]), so Proposition 2 (and, in particular, the equivalence of A2 and E2) may 
be viewed as a generalization of [lo, Proposition l] when the latter is 
specialized to the LCP. In fact, it can be seen that in this case (see [lo, 
Corollary 21 and its proof), condition E2 is equivalent to the nonexistence of a 
u E ‘%T satisfying 
MU = 0 and ui > 0 for some i with di > 0. 
In general, we can simply check whether M is an Z&-matrix. If M is an 
R,-matrix, we conclude that condition E2 holds. However, it is possible that 
M is not an &,-matrix and still condition E2 holds, as we show below. 
EXAMPLE 1. Let 
M=[; ;]> q=[;]. 
It is easily verified that M is not an R,-matrix and that there does not exist a 
u E SCM, 0) satisfying (2) for all Z E~(M, q) = (0, {l)}. By Proposition 2, 
there exists a scalar T > 0 such that (1) holds for all x E %“. 
Lastly, the following interesting consequence of Proposition 2 was noted 
by one of the referees: For any M E !Bnx n, if there exists a q E K(M) such 
that SCM, q) is b ounded and (1) holds for all x E ‘%“, then M must be an 
R,-matrix and so, by 11, Proposition 3.9.231 and 113, Theorem 2.11, S( M, q) is 
bounded and (1) holds for all x E !Jl” and all q E K(M). 
4. GLOBAL ERROR BOUND, INDEPENDENT OF q 
In this section, we derive necessary and sufficient conditions on M for 
the bound (1) to hold for all x E ‘%” and all q E K( M 1, with T depending 
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on M only. As we shall see, these conditions are intimately related to a 
certain continuity property of S( M, 9) in 9 and a certain class of nondegen- 
erate matrices. For our analysis, we first need the following lemma which says 
that M being a nondegenerate matrix is necessary for S( M, 9) to be in some 
sense continuous in 9. 
LEMMA 5. For any M E 8”“” that has at least one zero principal 
minor, there exist 9 E !Bn, x E SCM, 91, and w E ‘3” such that SCM, 9 + 
EW) # 0 for all E > 0 suflciently small but d(x, SCM, 9 + EW)) +$ 0 as 
E + 0. 
Proof. Consider the case where one of the diagonal entries of M, say 
the ith, is zero. Let x be the vector in %” whose ith component is 1 and 
whose other components are all zero. Choose 9 to be any vector in 8: 
satisfying 9; = 0 and 9* > -Mix for all i # Z. Let w = x. It can be checked 
that x E S( M, 91, that S( M, 9 + EW) contains the origin (so it is nonempty) 
for all E > 0, and that d(x, S(M, 9 + EW)) * 0 as E + 0. 
Now, consider the case where all diagonal entries of M are nonzero. 
Since M has at least one zero principal minor, there exists an Z c (1,. . . , n) 
such that MG is singular. Choose Z to be minimal, i.e., there is no proper 
subset 1 of Z such that MI1 is singular. Since M has nonzero diagonal 
entries, this means 1 II > 1. Since M,, is singular, there exists a nonzero 
zr E %I” such that M,,z, = 0. By negating zr if necessary, we can assume 
zr has at least one negative component. 
First we choose 9 and x. Let x be any vector in 8” satisfying xIc = 0 
and x1 > 0, and such that the ratios xi/q for all i E Z with zi < 0 are 
different. This implies that the vector 
XZ = xz + AZ,, 
where h is chosen to be the largest positive scalar such that the right-hand 
side is nonnegative componentwise, has exactly one zero component, say the 
ith. Let 7 = Z \ i, and let 9 be any vector in %I” satisfying 9z = - M,,x, 
and 9zc > C-M,., xz> V (- M,.,-2~). Then we have 
x E S,(M,q), x’ E S,( M, 9) n Sr( M, 9), 
where x’ E 8I” is obtained by augmenting Xz with zero components. 
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Next we choose w. Since M,, is singular, there exists a wI E ‘81’1 not in 
the range of M,,. By negating wr if necessary, we can assume that wr - 
M,f[Mff]-l~T > O.(Mrf is nonsingular, since Z was chosen to be minimally 
singular.) Then, for all E > 0, the linear system in yI 
has no solution (since qr is in the range of M,, but not wr ), while the linear 
system in yZ 
Mrryf+ (qi+ EWi) = 0, Miiyi + (qi + EWi) > 0 
has a solution (namely yZ = fZ - E[ Mii]-'WI). Let w E 3” be obtained by 
augmenting wI with zero components. The above facts imply that, for all 
E > 0 sufficiently small, we have S,( M, q + EW) = 0 and (since ?Z > 0 and 
.?I- E[Mii]-'wi 
0 1 E Si(M,q + EW), 
so S(M,q + EW) # 0. 
To see that d(x, SCM, q + EW)) + 0 as E -+ 0, suppose the contrary. 
Then there .would exist J c (1, . . . , 
c&r, S&M, q + EW)) 
n} such that S,(M,q + EW) # 0 but 
+ 0 as E + 0. Since S,( M, q + EW) = 0, the former 
implies J # Z and, by taking ??+ 0, the latter implies r E S,( M, q). This is 
not possible, since we have r E S,( M, q) and r satisfies strict complemen- 
tarity, i.e., x + (Mx + q) > 0 [so the Z for which x E S,(M, q) is unique]. 
??
For any partition I, J, K of (1,. . . , n}, define K, .(M) to be the closed 
cone in 8 n comprising all w E %I” for which there exists an y E 8” 
satisfying 
YZ A (WY + WI) = 07 M,y+w]=O, yK = 0. (4) 
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One key property of this cone is that if M is nondegenerate, then the y 
satisfying (4) is uniquely determined by w and II y 11 is bounded above by a 
constant (depending on M only) times 11~11. A second key property of this 
cone is stated in the following lemma. 
LEMMA 6. For any M E !RnXn, any 9 E K(M), any x E SCM, 9) and 
any w E 8 “, we have that S( M, 9 + EW) # 0 for all E > 0 suficiently 
small and d(x, SCM, 9 + EW)) 
where 
+ 0 as E -+ 0 if and only if w E K,,,,,(M), 
Z = {i E {l,..., n} : xi = Mix + 9i = 0), 
J={iE{l,...,n}:xi>O), (5) 
K = {i E {l,..., n} : Mix + 9i > 0). 
Proof. Fix any M E !RnXn, 9 E K(M), x E SCM, 9), and w E %“. To 
prove the “if” part, suppose that w E K,, , ,(M), and let y be any vector in 
%” satisfying (4). Th en, it can be checke 6’ that x + E y E S( M, 9 + EW) for 
all E > 0 sufficiently small, so that d(x, SCM, 9 + EW)) Q Ilx - (x + ??y)ll 
= ~11 yll + 0 as E + 0. To prove the “only if” part, suppose that S( M, 9 + 
EW) # 0 for all E > 0 sufficiently small and d( x, S( M, 9 + EW)) + 0 as 
E + 0. For each E > 0 sufficiently small, let xE denote an element of 
SCM, 9 + EW) satisfying d(x, SCM, 9 + EW)) = lIxE - XII. It can be checked 
that, for E sufficiently small, y = (x’ - X)/E together with w satisfies (41, 
implying w E K,,], Kc M >. ??
It can be seen from its proof that the “only if” part of Lemma 6 still holds 
when E is further restricted to a sequence of positive scalars tending to zero. 
By using Lemmas 5 and 6 and the preceding discussion, we establish below 
the main result of this section. 
PROPOSITION 3. For any M E snXn, the following fmr conditions are 
equivalent : 
A3. There exists a r > 0 (depending on M only) such that (1) holds for 
all x E 8: and all 9 E K(M). 
B3. There exists a r > 0 (depending on M only> such that (1) holds for 
all x E 8” and all 9 E K(M). 
C3. For every 9 E K( M ), eve y x E S( M, 91, and every nonzero w E 
‘%” satisfying SCM, 9 + EW) # Of or all E > 0 su.ciently small, we have 
that d(x, S(M, 9 + EW)) + 0 as E + 0. 
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D3. For eve y partition I,, Z,, Z,, Zb, Z,, Z,j, Z,, Z,, Z, of& . . . . nl such 
that the linear system 
zi=O and Miz<O ViEZI, 
zi=O and Miz>O ViEZ2, 
zi > 0 and M,z <O Vi EZ~, 
zi<O and M,z>O ViEZ4, 
zi < 0 and Miz = 0 Vi EZ~, (6) 
zi > 0 and Miz = 0 Vi E Zs, 
zi =0 and Miz =0 Vi E I,, 
Miz=O ViEZ,, 
q = 0 Vi E I, 
has a solution, we have that 
K I, u I, u I,, I, u I, u I,, I, u z4 u (M)=K I, I, u I, u I,. I, U I, u I,, I, u I, u I, (M). (7) 
Proof. B3 * A3 is obvious. 
To show that A3 3 C3, suppose that C3 does not hold, so there exist 
q E K(M), x E SCM, q), and nonzero w E 3” such that NM, q + EW) # 
0 for all E > 0 sufficiently small and yet d(x, S( M, q + EW)) + 0 as E + 0. 
For any u E %I”, let [u]+= 0 V u. Since 
[x-(Mx+q+w)]+II IIR M,q+ew(411 = 1x - 
= Il[x - 
Q 4lwll 
+,fx+q)]+-[x-(Mx+q+Ew)]+II 
forall E > 0,thisimplies IIR,,,+,,(x)(l/d(x,S(M,q + EW)) -+ Oas E + 0. 
Hence A3 does not hold. 
To show that C3 3 B3, suppose that B3 does not hold. If M has a zero 
principal minor, then we know from Lemma 5 that C3 does not hold. 
Suppose that M has no zero principal minor (i.e., M is nondegenerate). 
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Since B3 does not hold, there exists a sequence {( x k, 9 k )h.. 1, a,, such that 
xk @ SCM, 9k) z 0 and 
{lx” - zkll/d( Xk, s( M, qk))} + 0, (8) 
where we let zk = [xk - (Mxk + sk)]+. Since both d(x, SCM, 9)) and 
[ x - (Mx + 9)1+ are 
by dividing (rk,qk, % 
ositively homogeneous functions of ( x, 9) of degree 1, 
z ) by dbk, S(M,qkN ‘f i necessary, we can assume 
without loss of generality that d(x k, S( M, 9 k)) = 1 for all k and so (11 xk - 
211) + 0. 
Let rk = rk - zk - M( x k - z k, for all k. Then it is readily seen that 
{llrkll) + 0 and zk E S(M, 9k - r”) Vk. (9) 
The latter together with (8) ’ im ies rk z 0 for all k sufficiently large. Let pl’ 
(m”tk, y”rk, r”xk) = (9k, zk, r”) Vk, (w”, y”) = 0, 
(10) 
I0 = {l,...,n), J” = KO = 0. 
Next, we construct a nonnegative integer t*, and for each t = 0, 1, . . . , t* we 
construct (by passing into a subsequence if necessary) {(w “’ ‘a k, 
t+ 1, k t+l’k)}k=l 2 ,,, and (We+‘, y’+‘, It+‘, Jt+r, Kt+‘) from 
i~~.~,‘y’~, r”“&=; i___ and (wf, yt, Zt,Jt, Kt) according to the following 
procedure, and we &ok, by induction on t, that the following hold for each 
t = 0, 1, . . .) t*: 
2):‘” A (Mlfjf’k + w:sk - ri,“) = 0 Vi E It, 
M,zJ"~ + w,,k = t-:*k Qi E]~, y'zk = 0 vi E Kt 
(11) 
for all k sufficiently large (which we will abbreviate as k B 0) and 
yr = Mi yf + w: = 0 Qi E It, Miyt+wf=O KG]‘, 
(12) 
y’ = 0 Vi E K’. 
Moreover, (w”~ k, does not contain a subsequence of constant vectors. [It is 
easily seen from (9) and (10) that, for t = 0, (ll)-(12) hold for all k >> 0. 
Also, {w”* k, or, equivalently, {9k} d oes not contain a subsequence of constant 
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vectors, for,otherwise, by M being nondegenerate (and hence an &,-matrix), 
Proposition 1 would imply that the left-hand side of (8) contains a subse- 
quence not tending to zero-a contradiction of (8).] 
PROCEDURE. Since {w’. k} does not contain a subsequence of constant 
vectors, by passing into a subsequence if necessary, we can assume that 
w”xk z wt for all k. Let 
71 
t+ 1, k = IIw’> k _ WtlI,, 
cw t+l,k , Yt+l,k, rt+l,k) = (wt./c _ Wf, yt.k _ yf, ,-t.k)/77t+‘J (13) 
for all k. Since (ll)-(12) hold for all k B 0, (IS) yields 
Yi t+LkA(Miy’+‘J + Wf+Lk _ ,.,+iJ) = 0 Vi E If, 
MiY 
t+l,k + ,f+‘,k = ,_f+l,k 
I I Vi EJ’, (14) 
yf+‘J = 0 Vi E K’, 
for all k x=- 0. By passing into a subsequence if necessary, we can assume that 
{llr t+l,kll} has a limit (possibly w). If limk,, llr’+‘~kll > 0, set t* = t and 
terminate the procedure. Otherwise, since llwt+ ‘. k llm = 1 for all k, by 
passing into a subsequence if necessary, we can assume that {w” + ‘, k} 
converges and that, for some i, either wtf ‘, k = 1 for all k or wt+ ‘a k = - 1 
for all k. And by further passing into a subsequence if necessary, we can also 
assume that, for each i E It, the sequences { yf + ‘3 k} and {M, y t+ ‘2 k + wt+ ‘. k} 
both have limits (possibly 03 or - m) and yt’ ‘, k either equals zero for all k or 
is positive for all k or is negative for all k. Let 
Z t+l = i E 1’: lim (Mi yt+l*k + wt+l-k) = lim yt+l.k = 0 1 k-rm , k-m 
A]’ = (i E I’: !iw Y!+‘-~ > 0}, 
AK’ = i E If: )iw(Mi yt+l,k + ,:+1-k) > 0), 
I t+l =J” u A]“, 
K t+l = K’ u AK’, 
t+l L = (i E Z’+’ : ~f+l,~ > ()Vk}. 
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Then, by (14) and (rt+l,k} + 0, we have that It+‘, jf+l, K”+’ form a 
partition of (1,. . . , n} and that 
MiY 
t+l,k + Wf+l,k = ,_;+l,k 
yf+l,k = 0 
vi E Lt+l u J”‘, 
(15) 
Vi E (Zt+‘\Lt+‘) UK’+’ 
for all k B- 0. This and (14) show that (11) (with t replaced by t + 1) holds 
for all k X- 0. Since M is nondegenerate and both {wt+ ‘3 k} and {r’+‘* k, 
converge, (14) implies [cf. remark following (411 that { y ‘+ ‘, k} also converges. 
Let 
Then it follows from {rt+ ‘3 k 
AK’ that 
} + 0, (15), and the definition of Zt + ‘, A]“, 
Mi yt+’ + ,,+l = 0 Vi E It+’ UJt+‘, 
y;+1 = 0 Vi E It+’ U K’+‘, 
(16) 
M, yt+’ + w;+’ > 0 Vi E AK’, 
y’” > 0 Vi E A]“. 
So (12) (with t replaced by t + 1) holds. 
By (9) and (lo), we have {Ilr’x k II} -+ 0, and by the choice of t*, we have 
{II+ III + 0 for t = 1,2,...,t*, and limk,,llrt*+l’kll > 0. (t* is well de- 
fined because, for each t > 1, wt, k has at least one component that is 
nonzero and constant for all k, so wt + ‘2 k has at least one more component 
that is zero for all k than w” k does.) Moreover, we have from rk # 0 for all 
k~Othatrt~k#Oforallk~Oandt=O,l,...,t*+l.Let 
9 t*,k _ Wt’, Xt*.k = Yt* Vk, 
and for t = t* - 1, . . . , 1,O let 
(17) 
9 t,k = Wt + ,,t+l.k9t+l,k, t k _ x,  yf + ,,t+l,kXt+l,k Vk. (18) 
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Also let 
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gk= k q - q”Tk Vk. 
By using (13) and (18), wehaveforallk>O(s~r’,~#Ofort= 
O,l,..., t * + 1) that 
Y 
t,k t,k 
Y 
t+l,k _ Xt+l.k 
,,rtkf = Il,et+l.k[l ’ t = 0, 1,. . .) t* - 1, 
so (10) and (17) yield 
Zk _ XO,k yO,k _&k yt*,k _ /,k yt*,k _ Yt* 
ll,_kll = Il,_O,kll = Il,_t*,kll = I/,_t*,kll = gk> (lg) 
where the last equality follows from using (13) with t = t* and letting 
t*+l,k 
gk = ,$tl.,,’ 
Ek = 
&tl,k _ pt*+l,k 
117. t*+l,klI ’ 
Also, we have that (14) with t = t* holds for all k X= 0, in which case 
dividing both sides of this equation by I] r t * + ‘, k I I yields 
ij; A (Miijk + $) = 0 Vi E If, 
Miijk +iz; = 0 Vi EJ’, 
ij; = 0 Vi E Kt, 
so, since M is nondegenerate, we have [cf. remark following (41 ]I gk]] = 
O(]]Ek]]>. [Here O(m) denotes a generic function from LR+ to !R+ that 
is bounded above by a linear 
t’+Lk]] > 0 and (]Wt*+Lk 
function independent of k.] Since 
lim k+m ]lr ]lm = 1 for all k, so that {]]Ek]]} is 
bounded, this implies (I] J k I]} ’ 1s b ounded or, equivalently, the right-hand side 
of (19) is bounded as k -+ to. Then (19) yields 
llZk - X”,kll = O( llr”II). (20) 
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Analogously, by using (13) and (181, we have for all k B- 0 that 
Wt+l,k _ t+l,k 
lb- ,+1,:,, ’ 
t = 0, 1, . . .) t* - 1, 
so (10) and (17) yield 
llukll lIW”~k - qOpkll IIWf*~k - q’**kll 1 -= 
llrkll llr”,kll = llrt*~kll = IIT t*+l,kl(’ 
wherethelastequalityalsouses(13)with t = t*. Sincelimk,, Ilrf*+‘2kl( > 0, 
this implies llukll = O(llrkII>. By using (16) and an argument analogous to the 
one above, we also have that {x0, k, satisfies 
Mi~o.k + q;zk = 0 Vk E It* uJt*, 
,y’,k = 0 
I 
Vk, Vi E It* U Kt*, 
{~~~k/llrkll} + 03 Vi EJt*, 
(21) 
{( Mixoxk + 9~‘k)/llrkll} + 03 Vi E Kf*, 
so that x0, k E S( M, 9” k> for all k X- 0. 
Thus, if uk E K,t+,Zt., kt e(M) for k along some subsequence, then by M 
being nondegenerate and the remark following (4, there would exist a 
uk E 8” such that (4) is satisfied with (I, J, K, w, y) = (It*, J”*, K”‘, uk, uk> 
and, moreover, 11~~11 = O(llukll). S’ mce llukll = O(llrkll), this together with 
(21) would imply (cf. Lemma 6) that, by letting 5 k = x0* k + uk, we have 
tk E s(M,~~) and lltk - ~~2~11 = llukll = O(ll@ll) 
for all k S- 0 along this subsequence. Then, by (20) and llrkll = O(llxk - 
zkll), we would have for all such k that 
+k, S(M, 9k)) < IIXk - tkll < 11~~ - zkll + lIZk - Xo2klI + IIX”‘k - tkll 
= O(llxk - Zkll)> 
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contradicting (8). Thus, it must be that ok @ K,P 
IF K 
P(M) for all k B 0. 
On the other hand, by a construction analogous to t e one above but with zk 
replaced by any element z’ k of S( M, 9 k, nearest (in Euclidean norm) to x k 
and with rk replaced by the zero vector (using the same t* as above and 
further passing into a subsequence if necessary), we can construct an x”, k E 
8” and a partition it*, f’*, if* of (1, . . . . n} satisfying [cf. (20) and (21>] 
IIZk - ?‘rk]] = O(llrkll> for all k X- 0 and 
MiX’o*k + $sk = 0 Vk, Vi E I’“’ up*, 
2p.k = 0 I Vk, Vi E I’* u it*, 
{~9zk/llrkII} + m Vi ET*, 
{( M,?'T~ + q~Tk)/llrkll} + m Vi E itit’. 
This in turn shows that ?“*k E S( M, 9” k> and [since zk E S( M, sk) and 
;:* ;‘qk ; yko’“l that (4) is satisfied with (I, J,K, W, y) = (I’t*, 
,v,z --x -o,k) for all k z+ 0, in which case we have vk E 
Kif’,p*, it*(M) and, by Lemma 6, S(M, 9’~~ + ??vk) # 0 for all E > 0 
sufficiently small. Since vk e K,t* ZP k~( M) for all k z+ 0, we also have by 
using Lemma 6 that d(x”vk, SCM, 9”~” + evk)) -H 0 as E + 0. Hence C3 
does not hold. 
TO show that C3 * D3, suppose that D3 does not hold, so there exists a 
partition I,, I,, I,, Z4, Is, Zs, I,, I,, I, of 11,. . . , n) such that (6) has a 
solution and yet K,,Z, .(M) # K,, Jg ,,(M), where we let , . 
z = I, u z5 u I,, J = I, u Z6 u I,) K = I, u I, u I,, 
I’ = I, u Z6 u I,, J’ = I, u I, u I,, K’ = I, u I, u I,. 
Let z satisfy (6), and construct x, x ’ and 9 as follows: 
x = [z]+ + u, x’= [-z]++u; 
9 =[ Mz]+-Mx+v =[-Mz]+-Mx'+u, 
where u is any vector in 3” whose ith component is positive for all i E I, 
and whose other components are all zero, and v is any vector in 3” whose 
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ith component is positive for all i E I, and whose other components are all 
zero. Then it is easily checked that x, x’ E S( M, 4) and 
xi + (Mix + qi) = 0, i E I, xi > 0, i E], 
Mix + qi > 0, i E K, 
xi + (Mix' + qi) = 0, i E I', x; > 0, i E]‘, 
M,x’+qi>O, iEK’. 
Consider the case K r,,,K(MW+ K’ (M) z 0. Choose a w in this set, 
and let Y be a vector satisfying (4). [The other case where K,. 
K I, I, K( M > # 0 can be treated analogously.] Then, the proof o 
t,, r(M) \ 
Lemma 6 
shows that x + EY E SCM, q + EW) for all E > 0 sufficiently small. On the 
other hand, since w P K,! ,, Kc (M ), Lemma 6 implies that d( x ‘, S( M, q + 
EW)) + 0 as E + 0. Hence C3 does not hold. 
To show that D3 * C3, suppose that D3 holds. Consider any q E K( M 1, 
any x E S( M, q), and any nonzero w E ‘% a satisfying S( M, q + EW) # 0 
for all E > 0 sufficiently small. By the local upper Lipschitzian property of 
S( M, * ) (see [20, Proposition 11 or [l, Theorem 7.2.1]), there exist E k > 0, 
rk E S(M, q), and Yk E SCM, q + ??kw), k = 1,2, . . . . satisfying {ek) + 0 
and (xk - yk} + 0. By passing to a subsequence if necessary, we can assume 
that there exist subsets ! and J of (1,. . . , n} such that xk E S&M, q) and 
Y k E SJ( M, q + E k w ) for all k. Then, for each k, the following linear system 
in (u, 0) E ?R2” X S?“: 
vi > 0, vyc = 0, My = -(qJ + ekwJ), MI”” > -(qF + ??kwF), 
U-v=Xk- Yk> 
is consistent [since (x k 
G! 
k> is a solution], so, by a result of Hoffman [7], this 
system has a solution (U , vk> whose Euclidean norm is bounded above by a 
constant (depending on M only) times the Euclidean norm of the right-hand 
side. Since the right-hand side is bounded as k + 00, then so is (uk, vk>. Let 
x ’ be any cluster point of (Us). It is easily seen from (uk, vk) being a solution 
to the above linear system that uk E S,-( M, q) and v k E SJ( M, q + ckw) 
and that uk _ Uk = rk _ 
d(x’, SCM, q + ckw)) 
yk + 0 as k + CQ, so we obtain X’ E SCM, q) and 
+ 0 as k -+ ca along some subsequence. By Lemma 6 
3 SB 0 t ((m3 + b ‘J$)S ‘X)fJ ‘9 WULIIq xq 
>I 3 m XIdur! ‘(s) kq ua~@ a.w -y ‘[‘I a.~aq~ 
‘6z n cz n lz = ,x 
‘“znsznvz=,f 
“z n gz n “I = ,I 
‘6z n “z n zz = >I ‘*z n “z n cz = P 
‘Lznsznnz=z 
suo~~E?AIasqo aqJ pue (L) OS 
‘(0 < :x ‘0 < !x : (u ‘*** ‘I} 3 2) = 81 
‘(0 = !b + ,x!Jy + ix ‘0 = !b + “?fl + !x : (u ‘““T) 3 2) = Q 
‘(0 = !b + ,x!Jq + ;x ‘0 < !x : (u ‘““~} 3 2) = 91 
‘{o < ;x ‘0 = !b + x!Jq + !x : (u ‘““~} 3 2) = “1 
‘(0 < ;x ‘0 < !b + x!Jrq : (u ‘““I} 3 2) = “1 
‘{o<~b+,x~~‘o<~x:(u““‘~)~~}~~z 
‘{o = !b + ,x!Jq + :x ‘0 < !b + YQq : (u ‘““I} 3 .2} = “1 
‘(0 < !b + ,xQq ‘0 = !b + “!Jq + ?x: (u ‘*-‘1) 3 2) = 11 
:p 
‘ * * . ‘I} 30 UO!~pd %UplO~~Of 
aq3 q4w Jaqwso) ,x - x = z xq parfs!les S! (9) J”qJ pay3aq3 +T?a SF J! ‘OSIV 
‘(0 < !b + ,r’Jq : (u ‘-.‘I} 3 2) = ,>I 
‘{o < :x : (u ‘.-‘,} 3 t} = ,[ 
‘(0 = !b + ,xQq = :x : (u ‘““T} 3 2) = ,z 
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[and, for each partition, we can check whether (6) has a solution in finite 
time; we can also check whether K, , K(M) = K,, IV Kg(M > for any parti- 
tions I, J, K and I’, I’, K ’ in finite time, since either done may be expressed 
as the union of a finite number of polyhedral cones and hence is contained in 
the other cone if and only if the extreme rays and lineality of these polyhedral 
cones are contained in the other cone]. However, in cases where S( M, q) has 
a simple expression (e.g., when n is small such as n = 2), condition C3, 
which is a continuity condition on the mapping 9 * S( M, q), is easier to 
check. By Lemma 5, a sufficient condition for M not to satisfy C3 is that M 
has a zero principal minor. A sufficient condition for M to satisfy C3 is that 
M is a P-matrix. We might ask if one of these two conditions is in fact 
necessary. However, this is not the case; for there exist matrices that are 
nondegenerate and do not satisfy C3, e.g., 
and there exist matrices that are not P-matrices and satisfy C3, e.g., 
Condition C3 is closely related to the notion of M being a Lipschitzian 
matrix, i.e., there exists a scalar ZJ > 0 (depending on M only) such that 
S( M, q) z S( M, 4’) + ~419 - 9’11B V9 E K(M), V9’ E K(M), 
where B = {x E 8” : 11 XII < I}. In particular, it is easily seen that M being a 
Lipschitzian matrix implies condition C3. And it was pointed out to us by 
Professor Seetharama Gowda [5] that condition B3 implies M is a Lips- 
chitzian matrix so that, by Proposition 3, conditions A3, B3, C3, D3 are each 
equivalent to M being Lipschitzian. As this gives an interesting characteriza- 
tion of Lipschitzian matrices, we have included the result below. Previously, 
Lipschitzian matrices have been characterized only in the special cases where 
M is negative entrywise (in this case M is Lipschitzian if and only if M is in 
addition an N-matrix; see [3] and [16]), and where M is a Q-matrix (in this 
case M is Lipschitzian if and only if M is in addition a P-matrix; see 131 and 
1171). 
COROLLARY 1. For any M E %“““, conditions A3, B3, C3, and D3 in 
Proposition 3 are each equivalent to M being a Lipschitzian matrix. 
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Proof. It is easily checked that M being a Lipschitzian matrix implies 
C3, so, by Proposition 3, it suffices to show that B3 implies M is a 
Lipschitian matrix. 
Suppose that B3 holds and consider any 9 E K(M) and any 9 ' E K( M ). 
Then, for any x E S( M, q), B3 yields 
d( x, S( M, 9’)) Q rllRlw,,,( r>lI 
= 711x - [ r - (Mr +9’)]+11 
= dl[ x - (Mx + 9)] + -[x - (Mx + 9’)] + 11 
< 7119 - 9’11, 
where the second equality follows from x E S( M, 9) and the last inequality 
follows from the nonexpansive property of the [*I+ operator. Since the choice 
of x E S( M, 9) was arbitrary, this implies 
S( M, 9) c S( M, 9’) + 7119 - 9’llB. 
Thus M is a Lipschitzian matrix. 
5. APPLICATION TO THE AFFINE VARIATIONAL 
INEQUALITY PROBLEM 
In the above discussion, we have for simplicity restricted our attention to 
an LCP. However, our result can be readily applied to the affine variational 
inequality problem by first converting the problem into an LCP. In particular, 
consider the problem whereby we are given an M E 3 "' ", a 9 E %I”, and a 
polyhedral set X in ‘$I” and we wish to find an x* E X satisfying 
(Mx*+~)~(x-x*)20 VXEX. 
Suppose that this problem has a nonempty solution set denoted X*. We are 
interested in bounding d( x, X *) by some constant times the norm of the 
following residual function: 
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where p(x) denotes the orthogonal projection of x - (Mr + 9) onto X (see 
191 for applications of this bound). It is straightforward to verify that, in the 
special case where X = !RT, we have X* = S(M, 9) and x - p(x) = 
R,, 4(x), so the above bound reduces to (1). 
Suppose for simplicity that X has the form 
x = {x E !Rn : Ax > b, x 2 o} 
for some A E Rmx” and some b E ZIt2”. It is well known and easily verified 
that the preceding problem is equivalent to the LCP with mat& 
vector 9 given by 
ti and 
Ai+ -R’], if=[_yh] 
in the sense that 
s(ti,q) = {(x*,y*):x* Ex*,y * is a Kuhn-Tucker vector associated with 
the constraints Ax 2 b when projecting x* - (Mx* + 9) onto X} . 
For any x E ?R”, we have from the Kuhn-Tucker conditions associated 
with projecting x - (Mx + 9) onto X that 
1 Mx + 9 + p(x) - x 
L 444 -b 
where y~%+m is any Kuhn-Tucker 
Ax 2 b. Then it readily follows that 
- ATy 
vector associated with the constraints 
IIRti,&X, y)ll = Ml! +&y-bATy A ; < li[ I [ III II P(X) -x A(?w -4 Ill 
G (1 + tlAll)llp( x) - XII, 
where II All denotes the matrix norm of A as induced by the vector norm (I * II 
(i.e., [(All = max ,,~,,=JlAxII). Th e a b ove relation holds for all x E %“, so it 
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follows that whenever there exists a scalar r > 0 (depending on G and 4) 
such that 
d((x, yp(aKq)) Q ~ll~&j(X~ y)ll 
for all (x, y) E 8’ X ‘37, we have automatically that 
for all x E %“, as desired. By Proposition 1, such a T_ would exist for all q 
and b (provided X* is nonempty) precisely when M is an &,-matrix or, 
equivalently, the inclusion 
x E ret X, Mx E (ret X)“, x*Mx = 0, 
where (ret X)0 denotes the polar of ret X [21], has the origin as its only 
solution. (The above inclusion is used heavily in [6] for the stability analysis of 
the solution set to the affine variational inequality problem and LCP. It has 
also been used very recently in [4] to extend the results of Section 3 to the 
problem of finding a zero of a piecewise-affine self-mapping.) By Proposition 
2, such a r would exist for a given q and b precisely when either of the 
conditions C2 or D2 or E2 (with M and 4 replaced by, respectively, & and 
$ holds. Proposition 3 can be applied similarly. 
We thank two anonymous referees for their helpful comments, one of 
which in particular motivated the results of Section 4. 
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